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MADE FROM FINER,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
Give Camels for Christmas! There’s no

doubt about how much people appreciate

_

Camels—the cigarette that’s made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS. A

\ ha

gift of Camels says: “Happy Holidays and
Happy Smoking!”
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(right) The
famous Christmas package, the
Camel carton— 10 packs

(above) Another

$3

Christmas spe-
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cial—4 boxes of
Camels in ‘flat

fifties”—in gay
holiday dress.

of “20’s”—200 cigarettes.

You'll find it at your dealer’s.

(right) A pound of
Prince Albert in a real
glasshumidorthatkeeps
the tobacco in prime
condition and becomes
a welcome possession.

PrinceAlbert
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
If you know a man owns a pipe—you’re practically

certain to be right if you give him PRINCE ALBERT
—The National Joy Smoke. Beginners like P.A. because it doesn’t bite. Occasional pipe-smokers find
(left) One pound of Prince
Albert—the “biteless” to-

bacco—in an attractive
Christmas gift package.

it’s extra cool. And the regulars think it’s tops for
mellow taste.

Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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(BOYS KNOW THAT

A AGIRL ALWAYS
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CIGARETTES
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ASK ME WHAT / GIVING MEN GIFTS yt
7 \'D LIKE— AND THEY CAN USE. SO—
THE ANSWER IS
IM GIVING THAT
THAT BIG GLASS
SPECIAL 1-LB.
HUMIDOR OF
CHRISTMAS TIN OFai
PRINCE ALBERT
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DUNHILL’S,
inc.
Keith’s Corner—Fourth at Ludlow

Buy your next Suit, Topcoat or
Overcoat at a young man’s store—

Dunhuill’s Because
“They won’t let you wear it unless it fits”
Suits from $23 to $85

Overcoats from $21.50 to $100

Topcoats from$19.50 to $65

Formal Wear from $30 to $65

Individualized service from initial selection to final fitting
*

*
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THE M. HOMMEL WINE COMPANY
SANDUSKY, OHIO

Phone FUlton 0143

CHAMPAGNES AND SPARKLING BURGUNDYS

Cor. Jefferson and Warren Sts.

Guaranteed Naturally Fermented in the Bottle

A FULL LINE OF SWEET AND DRY WINES
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=
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ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY

The Reynolds &

OFFICE FURNITURE - WOOD & STEEL

DAYTON, OHIO

SAFES - STEEL SHELVING - LOCKERS
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Filing Supplies and Desk Lamps

Envelope Manufacturers
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Dr. C. J. Schneble, ’31

Always with the Boys

1116 S. Brown St.
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The Most Complete List of Rare Varieties in America. Sold Everywhere.
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Choir Boy
®@ By Beatrice H. Schneble

This is a story of gangsters but the
touch of the Christmas spirit is in it.

WW ine “Joe the Crutch” was chief of
his particular gang
Gabriel Matioli, known in the
“Angel,” stood ace high. Angel
man for the mob. He had more
the rest of Joe’s human hyenas

of racketeers,
underworld as
was confidence
brains than all
put together.

Bull Cardoni, strong-arm man for the gang,
had the brawn. Handy with the trigger and
surly of disposition, he was always fomenting
trouble. He resented the leadership of the disabled Joe, and as time went on this resentment
grew into a venomous hatred.

Bull could have crushed the life out of Joe
with his bare hands, but he chose a more

cowardly way.
One night he waylaid the
Crutch in a dark hall-way and shot him
through the heart. Then with deliberation, he

removed a crimson carnation from the lapel of
his coat and ceremoniously dropped it on the
breast of his dead chief. From then on, he was
the undisputed leader of the gang.
Bull had always borne Angel a grudge, because of the Crutch’s preference for him, and
now that Joe was out of the way, he transferred his hatred for his former boss to Angel.
By subtle innuendos, he let it be known amongst
the rest of his henchmen, that he was going to

put the finger on Angel.
Bull was like a rattlesnake. He always gave
fair warning that he was about to strike, but

with the cunning of a fox, he did his killing
under cover of darkness. Angel was well aware
of the Bull’s intention.
“Just one thing I can do,’”’ he thought, “T
gotta scram.” Fearfully, feverishly, he spent
anxious days and sleepless night, planning,
scheming.
As Angel left the Bull’s office on Christmas
Eve, he was certain that the zero hour was
fast approaching. So far, he hadn’t been able
to concoct a fool-proof plan for a runout. Ap-

prehensive, he started down the street. A brisk
north wind sent the snow flakes scurrying.
With nervous fingers he fastened the top button
of his overcoat.
Goaded by the desperation of a man about
to face death, Angel prodded through the snow
unmindful of the direction he was taking.
Obvious to everything, he jostled his way
through the crowded sidewalks, his head bent
low, his weary mind racing. ““What to do!—
What to do!”

The sharp blast of a freight train whistle
startled him. Instantly Angel began formu-

lating a new plan. He turned in the direction
of the freight yards. Rounding a corner he
entered a dingy, narrow street. Suddenly, he
stopped still. Mingled with the muffled sounds
of an organ, came the subdued voices of a children’s choir rehearsing a familiar melody. It
was the “Adeste Fidelis.”’ An irresistible urge

drew Angel toward the little church. Upon
reaching the door, he hesitated. Conflicting

emotions stirred within him. Then, with a quick
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determination he jerked the door open and

Out of the dim past came Father Frohman’s

entered the vestibule.

voice from the pulpit. “Christ the shepherd left

Just then a youngster, with a clear, sweet
voice, began to sing the “Venite Adoremus.”’
Like an automaton, Angel started toward the
choir loft steps. ‘‘That voice,’ he mused.
“Where’d I hear it before?” Then he remembered. He had sung like that himself when he
was a kid.

in search of the one that had strayed.” Instantly, Angel became assailed with an intense
yearning to go to Father Frohman and confess all.

the ninety-nine sheep in the fold and went out

Something was happening to Angel. A lump
was forming in his throat and his eyes were
getting moist. Unconsciously he began humming

the melody.
The ever-present vision of the threatening
Bull seemed to be receding into the shadows
and the saint-like form of the gray-haired
Father Frohman began taking shape. Father
Frohman was pastor of St. Helen’s church, the

little parish Angel had belonged to as a child
in H
Like a panorama, his early life began rushing before him. Angel saw himself robed in a
cassock, standing in the choir loft on Christmas
morning, singing the solo parts—. He saw the
beaming faces of his parents—heard them telling him how proud they were of him. He saw
Father Frohman coming toward him—felt the
shake of his soft hand—.

“Hark! Hark! the herald Angels sing.”
Angel listened earnestly while the tears
streamed unashamedly down his face.
Reaching into his trousers pocket for his
handkerchief, his hand came in contact with

his wallet. It contained less than three hundred
dollars. The money constituted all his wealth.
An ironic grin appeared on his face as he
realized how little he had to show for his life
of crime. True, he had been in the “dough”
plenty of times, but there had always been a
“mol,”
The feel of the wallet jolted him back into
the immediate present. “Better get goin’—the
Bull—!”’ He glanced at his wrist watch. “Just
about make the eight-twenty freight—I wonder

if I could stop off at H

long enough to

see my folks, then go to Father Frohman and
make a clean breast of it all? Maybe I could—
sure I could—I will!”

With this decision a peaceful serenity came
Active thoughts began to stir in Angel’s
mind. “How long ago it seems—. Wonder

over him. As he started toward the center door,
the organ sounded the notes of another hymn,

what mom and pop look like now—? And
Father Frohman—he must be pretty old—I
was a happy kid then—.”’

smiled. “By midnight,’ he thought, “I’ll be
pretty well on the way to H
i.

“How’d I ever get started in this kinda
life—? Yeah!—I remember—the time I stole
from Burger’s grocery store—wasn’t much—
but I got sent up to the reformatory at L————
for two years. That’s how I met up with Bugs
Connelly. If I hadn’t met up with him, things
mighta been different—I shoulda listened to
mom and pop—. They warned me that I’d get
into trouble if I didn’t quit that tough crowd—.
I shoulda listened—. Its too late now—.”’
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“It came upon the midnight clear.” Angel

Buoyant, he stepped out into the bleak win-

try night. The report of a single shot rent the
air. Clutching at his heart Angel sank to the

pavement and lay still.
The manager of a nearby delicatessen store,
was the first to arrive upon the tragic scene.
Bending over Angel’s prostrate body, the man
noticed a crimson carnation reposing neatly in
the center of his breast.

Peace on Earth
® By William P. O’Connor

Let us join with the author of this
article in praying for peace at the
Yuletide when the storm clouds are
lowering.

IN cacy

two thousand years ago, there

was born in the little town of Bethle-

hem, situated in the picturesque hills of Palestine, an infant whom nations of the world are
wont to call “the Prince of Peace.” Angels
appeared in the heavens on this momentous
occasion, singing with celestial voices a message of peace to all men.
Today, Christmas will find no angels singing
of peace but in their stead the earth will rock
with men shouting for the lives of their fellowmen. Japan and China will still be clutching

at each others throats while Catholic Spain
will continue its internal strife. Russia, Germany, France and Great Britain will be again
turning themselves into armed camps to prepare for another great upheaval similar and
even greater than that devastating scourge
that swept the civilized world in 1914. Yet this

Italy, it must be admitted, presents a different case. That is, the case is only externally
different for basically there is no difference
between Fascism, Nazism or Sovietism, unless
we count the difference in names. Mussolini
has not only upheld Catholicism but even fostered it. Did he not negotiate the Lateran

Treaty which established peace between the
Vatican arid the Fascist regime? Has he not
encouraged families by giving subsidies to parents for every child? All true, but let us look

through this camouflage and view the underlying motives of such action. Mussolini saw in
concluding peace with the Church that he

would fortify his own position. If he increased
the birthrate, there would be more soldiers for
his army. The thought of religion and the
family were secondary to the welfare of the
almighty state. The state and not eternity was
the Alpha and Omega of the lives of all citizens. Any political philosophy which adheres

to the principle of the totalitarian state cannot
be classified as Christian for was this philoso-

singing the praises of the “Prince of Peace.”’

phy not the same as the pagan concept of
government held by ancient Athens and Sparta
in their city states? Italy and its Fascism,
Germany and its Nazism, Russia and Sovietism
are just as pagan as the ancient Greek states.

This presents a paradoxical situation but
nevertheless it will be the picture that will
loom before us.

camps, one Fascism and the other Sovietism,

Christmas most of these nations will unite in

So when the world divides into two distinct
which side are we as Christians going to up-

In a summer issue of “America,” National
Jesuit publication, Martin J. Hillenbrand,
former student at this university, published an
article which described the world situation in
a clear and correct manner by stating that in

the next world conflict there would be but
two sides—Fascism and Communism (Soviet-

ism). These two philosophies are leading a supposedly Christian civilization into a war which
will result in its own annihilation.

hold? To be frank we can hardly support
either. We might argue that Fascism is the
lesser of two evils. In this fact we are correct
for at present Fascism may not be as destructive
as Sovietism but who knows what further de-

velopments will bring. Shall we support such
an uncertain view with our lives and property?
Shall we plunge into a war fora

lesser evil

which may develop into an even greater evil?
Hardly! But then where are we to turn?

Sovietism is anti-Christian, even admit that

America has its Sovietism, Fascism and
Nazism but still stands forth along with Eng-

Nazism is contradictory to Christian principles
for in both these philosophies (if we may call
them that) one law is the destruction of re-

land as the champion of Christian governments.
This doesn’t mean that everything in these two
governments is Christian but at least the gov-

ligion and family life. But what about Italian

ernmental framework rests on Christian prin-

Fascism?

ciples. Only if these two mighty nations can

All will readily admit that Communism or
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uphold the principles of Christian government
and stand as lines of defense against pagan
philosophies, can we expect salvation. But presently England seems to be siding with Russia
due to Italian inroads into British Mediterranean domination. The question that now
arises is, will the U. S. side with England?
If so the preponderance of power will be in
favor of Sovietism which we have seen is the
greater evil. Will England and the United
States sacrifice their political principles for

immediate personal aggrandizement? If so the
future is still darker.
So this Christmas, let us as Christians and

Americans unite in prayer to the “Prince of
Peace” to deliver us from this scourge. Ask
Him to solve this dilemma, that once more the
nations of the world may remember that only
on the principles advanced by the Babe of
Bethlehem can stable and peace-loving governments exist.

“And a Little Child Shall Lead Them”
Too thick the seeds of hatred have been sown,
Too rank the weeds of prejudice have grown,
Only a Little Child can save us now.
Too long has Justice been outlawed by men,
Well may they ask, “Will e’er she reign
again?’”’—
(Only a Little Child can save us now.)
Within men’s bosoms Charity has sought
In vain to wake one lonely, loving thought—
(Only a Little Child can save us now.)
Undaunted Hope, life’s guiding star, is set;

And darkness falls that ever deepens yet—
(Only a Little Child can save us now.)
The cobblestones of old, historic streets
Are red, where each brave heart no longer
beats—
(Only a Little Child can save us now.)

The tragic sun looks grimly on the plain
Where youthful blood is spilled for sordid
gain—
(Only a Little Child can save us now.)
The world is weary of its woes—it lies
Before the lowly crib prostrate, and cries,
“Only a Little Child can save us now!”

—AMBROSE NAKAO.
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The Evolution of

My Christmas
@ By Marijane Spitler
fourth
After reading this article we believe
that every U. D. student will be able to
say: “This is my story also.” We just
wonder what your letter to Santa would
contain.

4d A HUNDRED more days until vacation,
a hundred more days until vacation... ”—it wasn’t so long ago that I sang
that song; it was, to be exact, last September
16. Well, that was three months ago and now
vacation is here—Christmas at last! That, at
least, is one thing Christmas means to me!
What else does it mean? Well, I’m not so sure.
My Christmases have undergone so many
changes of viewpoint that by now they are all
worn out.

The Christmas I enjoyed most was probably
the third or fourth one I ever witnessed. After
that doubts began to creep into my mind. Take
the matter of being good so that Santa Claus
would bring you “something nice.’”’ Even individuals of the tender age of five can soon

grade

sophisticates plainly

indicated

their scorn of anyone so infantile as to hold
any such notions. Therefore I, too, began to
doubt that there was any Santa Claus at all—
not that I didn’t have evidence as to his existence! There was plenty of evidence, one on
every corner practically, ringing a bell and
collecting money with which to buy his presents

(or so I supposed). Yes, there was plenty of
evidence in every assortment of sizes too—fat
Santas, thin ones, tall ones, short ones—but
this very ubiquity was a point against him. Of

course, I didn’t want to disillusion my parents

too. They seemed to believe in Santa and so
I went on for a few more years writing letters

to the north pole and being bounced on some
department store Santa’s knee while I confided
to him the innermost desires of my heart. Hence

you can imagine what a shock it must have
been one year to find my parents decorating
the tree and wrapping presents. Even they
didn’t believe in him!
After that little episode I was taken aside
and told, first, that nice little girls didn’t get

observe a few discrepancies in that time-worn

out of bed at night and come sneaking down-

warning. Personally I soon discovered that
whether I was good or not, I fared just about
the same, and so why bother to behave? That
conclusion was the beginning of my disillusionment about the famous old man. I no longer

stairs to peek around, and, second, that indeed
there was no Santa and it was my parents and

believed in Santa’s omniscience concerning my
deportment. I had a few practical worries over

fine until I reached the seventh or eighth

him too; for instance, by actual measurement
I never could figure out just how anyone of

I was not merely to receive presents but
also to give them! This was really a blow

such ample proportions as his pictures indi-

because my ten-cent-a-week allowance was
sadly inadequate.
However, this situation
was soon solved; I just went to one parent and
asked for money with which to buy the other

cated could ever manage to get down our
chimney, and besides a little girl friend of mine
who lived in an apartment where there was no
chimney of any size got as many presents as
I did. All this was most perplexing but I never

friends who contribute all the gifts.

Well,

I didn’t mind particularly. I still got just
about all I wanted and everything went along
grade.

At that dignified age, it seems, that

one a present and then repeated the procedure
on the other one. This was a very satisfactory

was so skeptical as to actually question the

arrangement until my parents discovered the

existence of Santa until the first or second
grade.

system. No, Christmas certainly wasn’t what

In the second grade it just wasn’t fashionable

Nevertheless, Christmas during my high
school years had its points. I did fairly well

to believe in such things and the third and

it used to be!

for myself and even managed a few presents
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in return. There was no room for complaint
until just recently when I started to receive the
things I needed instead of the things I wanted.
After that Christmas certainly waned for me.
This year, I don’t know what to think. I haven’t
any more illusions about the feast day to be
shattered and that is one consolation. Personally, I would be willing to take Santa Claus
back on again but I did treat the gentleman

ably too late for a reconciliation. But if I did
believe in Santa and if I did still write letters
to him, here is what I would ask: Please give
my teachersa little mercy when they grade my

test papers.

Please give

a

certain U.

D.

columnist a few introductions to others on the
campus besides myself. Please give me a few

presents to give to other people because honest,
Santa, I’m broke!

rather shabbily for quite a while so it is prob-

Christmas in Other Lands
®@ By Chrissoula Economides
Read about the celebration of Christmas
in the Balkan Lands. ,

S vce Christmas is probably the happiest
and most glorious season of the year, and
since it is a universal celebration in the Christian world, it seems fitting and proper that we
learn something of how it is celebrated in another country or group of countries. Let us
take, for example, the Balkan countries.
To begin with, the Balkan countries are almost entirely Catholic and Greek Orthodox.
Consequently, the Christmas season is not only
the merriest but also the most sacred season of
the year, due to the very religious nature of
the people of these countries. The religious
rules which those of the Orthodox faith must

follow are very rigid. In order to prepare themselves properly to receive Holy Communion,

everyone indulges and overindulges in eating,
drinking, and general merry-making. The very
special dishes for the season are highly-spiced

pork and pork sausages while the very special
beverages are aged and choice wines which
are usually made right at home. The young
people wander around from house to house
singing the calanda which correspond to our
Christmas carols, accompanying themselves by
stringed instruments. They are usually paid off
in fruits, nuts, and small coins. Sometimes even

the older people participate in the carol singing, not for the remuneration which they may
receive, but purely for the enjoyment of it.

There is more of a community spirit on the

whole continent during this time of year than
there is here in America—that is, the whole
community turns out and joins in the celebration with only very few small private parties
of which we have so many here.

the people must begin fasting forty days before

Another very important feature of the Yule-

Christmas. Fasting in the Balkans does not
have the same meaning as fasting in America.
Nothing which comes from an animal is per-

tide season is, of course, the Christmas tree.
Yes, they adorn trees there too, but they do not
exchange gifts until New Year’s day. No doubt

mitted—only foods that
ground,

meaning,

grow

of course,

out

of the

only fruits and

vegetables. When Christmas Eve finally rolls
around, there

is the

regular church

service

that sounds peculiar but it’s true. Another difference exists in the fact that Santa Claus does

not deliver presents to the little children but
it is St. Basil’s job to do that. Here is another

which takes place at midnight and after which

indication of the religious nature of the people.

Holy Communion is received by all those who
are worthy of it. And then the fun begins!

Instead of believing that a purely imaginary

From then on until January tenth, there is

creature such as Santa Claus brings joy to all
good little children, they believe in a real religi-

just one party after another. Christmas alone
lasts three whole days and nights. During this
period, all places of business are closed and

ous character. Not that one is more apt to be
nearer the truth than the other, nevertheless
it is an interesting fact to note.
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Now, here is a custom which may prove of

ticular person will have exceptionally good

some interest to you because of the significance

luck for the remainder of the year. Many of

which it bears or brings upon some fortunate
individual. There is a particular pastry which
is made for New Year’s day. It is extremely
rich, consisting of alternate layers of crust and

these Balkan peoples believe in this story very
staunchly and make much ado over trying to
find the lucky piece. This little ceremony is so
strongly set in the minds of the people that it is

chopped nuts with a very thick, sweet syrup
poured over it. It is called Basilopeta which
means the cake of St. Basil. Somewhere in the
process of making this pastry, a coin, usually of
gold, is thrown in the mixture. The story goes
on to say that whoever gets the piece of the

considered by many of them as the crowning
point of the entire holiday season. This is the
end of the merry-making for them—and it is

time we put an end to this discussion. Here’s
hoping we

all

may

enjoy

a very

MERRY

CHRISTMAS!

cake where the coin happened to hit, that par-

Whence doth Christmas
Come?
© By Marguerite M. Parrish

This article tells us about the Yuletide
customs in many lands.

nected with the birth of Christ and His early
years. Even today such Nativity plays are still
performed every Christmas in many cities of
the world.

The jovial old Dutch settlers of New York
Ove more Christmas, the natal day of
the Prince of Peace, draws near. Every-

brought with them the joyous observances of
their fatherland. We of the New World owe

one is busy with preparations and full of joyful

our Santa Claus to them, for this jolly old

anticipation. Hearts and souls are filled with

saint is none other than St. Nicholas, the
patron saint of children. In Holland and Belgium St. Nicholas brings presents on December
6, his birthday, to the children who have set
out their wooden shoes or a basket to receive

peace and joy; lights are burning in the
radiant eyes of the children, and many of the
grown-up children seem to enjoy it just as
much as the little ones. At this season of the
year cheerfulness and good will are the password. Everything else is delayed for a time;
St. Nicholas has full sway. But why should it
not be so?

them,

and they do not forget to leavealittle

hay for his white horse. In these countries St.
Nick wears his bishops’ robes. As he goes farther north into the Scandinavian countries he
adopts the clothing as well as the manners and

The customs which surround Christmas are
exceedingly old,
Christianity, the
Christ has been
val. During the

from the earliest centuries of
anniversary of the birth of
celebrated by a special festiMiddle Ages it became the

greatest of popular fetes. Churches were
adorned with rustic decorations and quaint
little plays were given portraying events con-

customs of the elves and dwarfs, and by the
time he gets to us he is wearing the familiar
bright red suit and is climbing out of his
reindeer sleigh down our chimneys. In Germany it is Kris Kringle, who brings presents to
the children. And in Russia it is a little old

woman called Babouscka, “‘the grandmother,”
one of the first, the oldest, and best loved of
Page nine

nurses, who brings gifts to the little ones on
Christmas Eve.
Strangely enough the Christmas tree, with
its golden star and lights, and its frost-trimmed
boughs, is of comparatively recent origin. The
first Christmas tree known was in Strasbourg,
in Alsace, about the sixteenth century. Just as

own Christmas carols. This beautiful custom
dates back to St. Francis. The French Noel
songs and the famous German “Kristlieder”
are heard wherever there is Christmas music.
In our land, choir boys and school children go
about singing ‘“‘Holy Infant so tender and mild,”

and other lovely carols for the benefit of “‘shutins” and other unfortunates.

the lighted Christmas tree is the symbol for the
Germans, the manger is the symbol of Christ-

mas for the Italians. The custom of setting up
a little manger is said to have been started by
St. Francis of Assissi. Nowadays at Christmastime one can always find the manger and the
little figure of the shepherds, the angels, Joseph
Mary and the Child, and the humble sheep and

oxen in practically every church.

A strange mixture, our Christmas celebration, of customs from many races and people,
but who can wonder that Christmas contains
incongruous elements, for old things loved by
the people cannot easily be forgotten. Happy,

happy day, that can take us back to the delusions of our childhood, recall to the old the
pleasures of their youth, and transport the
traveler back to his own dear home.

Almost every land of Christendom has its

“AND THOU, BETHLEHEM—”
Not the least of Juda’s fertile lands,
Not the least—for in His baby hands
He holds the fate of men.
Out of thee a ruler of the world,
Out of thee—His banners yet unfurled
He slept, an Infant, then.
Prince of Peace and Lord of all our race,
King of Kings—He founda resting place
Within your hallowed glen.

—PATRICIA SNAPP.

MOONLIGHT ON THE SNOW
Across the path of crusted snow
A figure walks alone
And ’neath the moonlight’s sliver glow

Continues on unknown.
The thoughts within that lonely mind
One cannot really see
But later on perhaps we'll find

’Twas moonlight reverie.
—MARIANNA KUNTZ.
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So This Is Christmas
@ By Ernest Sharpe
If you miss this article you are missing
a real treat.

Arve years of research, I have definitely
and firmly established two startling
facts, namely that Christmas comes but once a
year and that America celebrates it! That is
not just theory; it is on the authority of worldfamous experts that I base my assumption. Of
course, when I say that America celebrates
Christmas, it is not to infer that other countries

do not. Not at all! In fact, there are many who
whisper darkly that this, our native land, has
lost the true meaning of the Yuletide period—
that America has distorted the feast of Christ-

mas into a shambles—that it is in Europe alone
that one may find the true celebration of this
greatest feast of the year. I wouldn’t know

about that. But since there is so much discussion and argument on the true meaning of
Christmas and the manner in which we celebrate it here in America, suppose I try to paint
a word picture of the American Christmas and
let you be the judge.

reasons. Everyone seems to be hurrying to and
fro but no one knows just to and from where.
We all take our singing voice out of the mothballs and try a few snappy lines of the “Holly
Song,” just to get in trim. If it wasn’t for the

fact that we are so busy, we might even make
out a gift-list but, as we said last year, that
can wait. Fruit dealers are smiling to themselves. The pungent odor of fir-trees and holly
wages a losing battle against the fumes of

monoxide gas and soft coal. The merchandise
for sale this year “‘is positively the finest, most

gorgeous, unparalleled, highest quality goods
ever on the market—and so-o-o cheap!” (Ve
are even losink monya!) The neighbors get
chummy again—as if that would do them any
good. Excited conferences are held by the

younger generation on just what they will say
when Santa Claus asks them if they have been
good little boys and girls. Some are genuinely
afraid that he will not believe them while
other young stalwarts laugh scornfully—“they
don’t want any of that stuff, anyway!” Fathers
are forced to insist that Santa Claus is not a

myth. (Don’t they wish he wasn’t.) Closets are
locked from coast to coast. Everywhere there

It all starts when some one moans in a panic-

is an expectant thrill in the air—the sort of a

stricken voice: “Ow—only forty-three shopping days until Christmas.’ And then people
go around shouting such inane epigrams as,
“Do your Christmas shopping early”—‘‘He
who hesitates is lost’ —‘‘Leap before you look”

feeling one gets when he walks up a flight of
stairs in the dark, not knowing when or what

—‘‘Remember the tortoise and the hare” and
dozens of other catchy phrases. Suddenly, shopkeepers begin decorating their store windows
with gay, festive, red and green ribbons instead
of using the ordinary, everyday green and red

ribbons. Prices drop sharply. Articles costing
$5 can be bought anywhere in the city for
$4.98 (small additional charge for wrapping).
People come in from the country and look at
everything displayed in the shop windows—
then go back to the country to wait until
December 24th to buy it. Children in class
rooms begin rehearsing soul-stirring little
dramas about benevolent misers and orphans

lost in the storm and villians tearing up the
mortgage as a Christmas gift. Some one says it
might snow any day now. (I doubt it.) There is

the end will be. Junior is bewildered by seeing
five different Santa Clauses in one day but the
old standby about their being Santa’s advance
agents always works. Business booms—we
hope. Handsome young swains “kick themselves” for knowing so many young ladies

about town—this is one season when the
humble “wall-flower’’ can chuckle at some one
else’s plight. Telephone lines are kept humming. “I just called up to see how you were.
My, isn’t the weather nice, today? I would be

outside if only I had a bright red and white
plaid scarf which one can buy down at ‘Sminsky’s’ for practically nothing, but I haven’t one
so-0o-o—? Oh, no, Harold, you musn’t! But if

you do, don’t forget—buy the better one for
$1.98!” And so it goes. Rich aunts become as

popular as LaGuardia in the Bronx. Some one
suggests snow, but I doubt it. The wheels of

a sudden dearth of bad little boys and girls;
mail men wear a worried look. The coal dealers

industry turn furiously. Ash trays, end tables,
handkerchiefs, ping pong balls, trains, bells,
whistles—and a buyer for every one.

pray for a “‘white Christmas,”’ for sentimental

(Continued on page sixteen)
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THE EDITOR’S SOAP BOX
cussion impersonal.
I HAD planned to write an inspiring editorial
this month on the subject of what a grand
and glorious event it would be if General Franco
staged his Big Push before the end of this
month, in order to give the world a Christmas
gift by way of bringing the bloody Spanish
civil war to an end. But it is not to be. The

editorial, I mean. Instead, I will use the Soap
Box as a medium through which to salve an
injured ego. This decision is provoked by two
factors: first, I have been annoyed by an article
which appeared in the last issue, under the
signature of another member of the Exponent
staff; secondly, Iam chagrined by the apparent
disinterest prevalent on the campus regarding
the Exponent.

Only part of the article referred to above
incurs my disfavor: the portion making several
disparaging remarks about columnists. Now, it
will be wondered, that if I disapproved of those
remarks, why did I not delete them before
publishing the article? Because I inaugurated

a liberal policy last October, and the writer
being a regular contributor, such an action
may have implied my reneging on that policy.
The result would have divided a house against

one with me, I will attempt to keep this disPopularity, it was stated, is sought after by
everyone, but foremost in the ranks of those
who can never hope to reach this state of bliss
is the columnist. This seems to be begging the

question, for it was not explained what constitutes either popularity or hope. As I understand it, the former is essentially the esteem

of one’s fellows, and the latter is that which
“springs eternal in the human heart.” To maintain that the columnist is incapable of acquiring
either is surely an inaccurate contention. Otherwise, collegiate journalism would never have

been entered into by intelligent people. (The
article didn’t deny that columnists could be

intelligent!)

To quote further: “He (the columnist), poor
man, can become a good columnist only when
he gets threatening notes, and has a few violent
encounters with his subjects.” I appreciate the
pitying tone of this sentence very much. It is

also the basis for my belief that the writer had
gossip columnists in mind primarily. As for the

threatening notes and violent encounters,

I

have never heard of a student columnist, good

itself, with the inevitable consequence.

or bad, who met with those things. Beyond that,
it has been my observation and experience that

The main fault I have to find is that the
article was so general in its condemnation of

he

columnists as a whole. But a careful perusal
led me to believe that gossip columnists of
scholastic newspapers were the principal tar-

a columnist regards himself as a success only if
causes

articulate

discussion

among

his

readers. To be ignored would be the cruelest
blow of all.

made in reference particularly to the latter

There are all kinds of columns, dealing with
various sides of the news. But in a scholastic
newspaper, the columns having the widest

class. While the matter is a highly personal

general interest, are those spoken of as the

gets. It is my intention to refute the charges
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“Winchell Column,” the “Dirt Department,”
“Scandal Column,” etc. I say they are spoken

ically after a word in the above extract. (The
night has worn on asI prepare this manuscript,

of thus, but the connotation is hardly attractive
and is in fact a misnomer. When the student

fatigue has increased as early morning approaches.) Perhaps my comprehension is too

journalist receives the assignment of conducting such a column, he or she receives express
instructions, or at least it is understood, that
they are to devote themselves primarily to
getting as many names into print as possible;
to do this it is expedient that they use their
imaginations, and inventiveness in playing up
items of a “feature” nature. But they are most

dull to grasp the implication. A question pounds
in my brain: is one not a writer by the mere
fact one writes?

certainly not in search of scandal in the literal

sense of the word. The motives of a columnist

are much misunderstood, and at the beginning
of his columning career, this misunderstanding
is the source of much pain. When he comes

within range of bull-sessions, on the alert for
Some good copy, there is a sudden complete

silence, and the erstwhile lively conversation
turns to the weather. Some potentially good
columnists have been ruined in this fashion:
they think they have actually offended, and
begin philosophizing in their columns on the
birds, bees, and beautiful sunshine, instead of
adhering strictly to so-called “dirt.” In reality,
however, the public wants the dirt, though,
through a quirk of human nature, its attitude

implies the opposite. The successful columnist
develops an indifference to this type of hypoc-

risy. Only when subtlety is required to outwit a
highly intolerant board of censors, is philosophizing defensible. Otherwise, the moment it

*

*

m

L-s
October, on the threshold of a new
venture, I ingenuously envisioned a new

era in the fortunes of the Exponent. I altered the
editorial department to permit the expression
of campus opinion, whether supporting my
views or not, and chose a highly debatable
subject as my first editorial. I expected and
reveled in the prospect of controversy. To date,
with the exception of the current inter-staff
debate, the response has been nil. My conception of a campus magazine is one that is
representative of campus thought, and not
limited to the expression of the minority group
of editors. A university is supposed to be a
small, perhaps artificial, but nevertheless a
real community. The organ of a _ university
should therefore operate as a means of expres-

sion of various problems, which all communities
experience from time to time. These problems
may be provincial or cosmopolitan, but it stands
to reason that they are many-sided. From

observations made, I don’t believe there are
many citizens-of-the-world on this campus.
There is not great animation on the whole in
regard to war, rumors of war, or the threat of
Communism, which professors never tire of

begins, it is whispered about that the columnist
is “slipping,” and he is soon retired in favor of
another.

prating about. What are Dayton students in-

“Writing a column,” says my worthy col-

terested in? That is destined to become a permanent enigma unless they shake themselves

league, “is a queer profession. It crops up in
the most amazing people and can be explained
only by heredity or by some peculiarities which
affect all such writers (?) in general.’ Had

these pronouncements been accompanied by
illustrations and statistics, they might have
been acceptable. I am inclined to think that the
author has been victimized by illogical and
backward reasoning, probably having in mind
some columnist who was actually, obviously,
and indisputably, queer. jumping then at the
unwarranted conclusion that the entire profes-

loose from their apathy.
*

TT

*

*

department of religion is to be congratulated upon the inauguration of the

Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament on the first
Friday of each month and the students responded nobly to the invitation of the head
of the religion department to spend a period
of time before the Blessed Sacrament. The
center of the campus of every Catholic college
and university is the chapel and it is a most

sion must needs be likewise. Heredity, in these

consoling thought to think of the students

times, is blamed for innumerable evils, but

going to the Master in His House and imploring
Him to bless them and their relatives and
friends and the faculty and students of their
University. What a source of blessings the day

much documentary and experimental evidence
would be required before the columnist’s forbears can be held responsible for the choice

of his field of endeavor. Most galling of all is
the interrogation mark appearing parenthet-

of Exposition will prove for the University of
Dayton!
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FEMININE
“PHI LOSOorry
ANOTHER CROSS IS BORN

step-ladder. Comes the question, “How is it
that you older people tell us a flock of lies?”

The season of Christmas draws our minds to
many things, but aside from the festivities and
celebrations, we are reminded of one who was

born on the anniversary of Christ’s birthday. It
seems fitting that the one who was destined to
carry another cross should awaken to the world

on the same day that anticipated the cross of
salvation.
The little lady with compassionate eyes, with
the soothing voice, was Clara Barton, founder
of the American Red Cross. To her, no heritage
could be more fitting than to follow in the
footsteps of the Father of Compassion, to bear
the cross in reality. Looking back on her life,
we pause in admiration of a mere, unassuming
woman who found so much good to do and did
it with so little.

OUR MIND WANDERS—
And then it is called to our attention that
our external lives are made up pretty well of
little camouflages that tend toward what we

call the sophisticate. It has always been a personal opinion that idiosyncracies build up a

personality; forced and studied idiosyncracies,
however, tear down the beginning of what
could be a charming personality, and reconstruct in its place a blank edifice of jagged
edges and unsightly colorings; we give you the
bored sophisticate.

IT’S TOO TRUE
Women more than men are prone to take on
this air of sour contempt for society as it is in

SANTA’S CLAWS

its natural state. Surprisingly enough, there is

If you still believe in Santa, do not read this
bit. It may tend to disillusion your immature
mind! Listening in on a child’s conversation a

even a group of them in the intellectual strata.
It is just this characteristic, perhaps, that hinders femininity from producing more great
women today; and instead, places before the

few hours after the much-anticipated parade,

world to admire and mimic, the virtual dictator

I discovered that Santa and his entire retinue
were a “lot of ‘chizzlers’.’”’ It seems that young
Jim saw Santa descend into his chimney a la

their conduct, His Royal Highness’ Highness,
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of women’s fashion, and perhaps the bible of
The Duchess Wally.

WHAT’S IN THE PAPERS

predict another entanglement. The battle of

a man and a biography. The press has taken a
siesta on its Edward-Wally craze, but even

Mr. Marston’s prediction, however, is unique in
that it involves sexes rather than nations. Man
as the “‘boss,”’ he said, is doomed. The next one
hundred years will see the beginning of a
serious sex battle, and in one thousand years,
women will definitely rule this country. According to this professor, whose ‘‘Who’s Who”
niche fills 38 lines, women today are directing
all their energies toward worldly success, and

when the emotional appeal of the affair has

in a comparatively short time they will clearly

died the natural death of all things spectacular,
the mind of woman is still wandering about for
the least bit of news of the “romantic couple”
(who gave so much for love). It is about time
for us to get down to business, to demand something higher of the press than mere crumbs,
to pay attention to real people. We women
have to start the comeback of sane news in a
sane press. We were the ones who drank fully

come to rule business, the nation, and the

There was a day when our first lady was
placed before the reviewing stand of American
women, admired and respected by the press.
She belonged to us, the people, because she
was one of us. Now, however, her place is taken

by one who has apparently achieved little save

of the tabloid.
—ALMA C. BRAUN.

world. I wonder how many young gentlemen
here at the University agree with Dr. Marston?
*

*

*

TIMES ARE CHANGING
A vote taken recently aboard a large English
liner shows that Parisian women are loosing

ground. Experienced travelers claim that the
best looking women are to be found in Italy.
Whereas the average woman in France seems
to be uninterested in clothes or coiffure, the

I WONDER?

Italian women are immaculate and wear the
latest dress and hair styles.

What has happened to women? And I would
like to ask is it the changing climate, changing
ideals, or just that ever present desire for
originality that has made women so thorough-

Women in Germany and Australia are plain,
of sturdy, peasant build and seldom display

ly altitude conscious? Maybe it is the stratos-

are slim, individual and good looking. But when

phere influence or the general tendency toward

it comes to personality—the American girl won
first place with her English cousin a close
second. Watch out, my little Parisian Miss, not

air travel, but altitude has certainly affected
the styles for this season.

much personality. However, the Italian girls

one point did you win in this election.
Skirts, to be fashionable, must soar to great
heights. Fourteen inches from the ground is

the approved length, and the more daring
young aviatrix will appear with her skirts
all of sixteen inches and even grandmother

will approve.
Hats, too, are being affected by this progressive age. Crowns go higher and higher, and,
as yet, it is hard to say just where they will
stop. As for waistlines, I really believe they
are going to hit the top long before skirts and
hats. Tramp, tramp, styles are marching
upward.
*

*

*

YOUNG MEN! ATTENTION!
In this day of wars it is not surprising that
Dr. William Moulton Marston, noted psychologist, formerly of Harvard University, should

Goody! Goody!—Old ‘Santa’ will soon be
with us again, in fact, it is whispered that he is
already on his way. So I think it quite timely
that we should say “Merry Christmas” and

express a little wish that the Ship Good Cheer
will bring you a cargo of joy, health and
wealth, on Christmas morn, and may you be
given blessings enough to last throughout the

New Year. A Merry Christmas, and a Happy
and Blessed New Year to all.

—MARGUERITE M. PARRISH.
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(Continued from page eleven)

Suddenly, like a bolt out of the blue horizon,
we realize that this is Christmas Eve—just
two and one-half shopping hours until Christmas. It is time that we began our scavenger
hunt. Strangely enough, there are not many
presentable gifts left on the counters. And
those left are desired (according to government
statistics) by 12.79 people to every one article.
You can see the slim chance we stand of ever
filling out our list. We are almost tempted to
let the whole thing drop and leave town but,
remembering the Pilgrim fathers, we thrust out
our chin, commit our soul to God, and dive in.
It is truly remarkable that more people aren’t
injured over the Christmas holidays. A modern
miracle, I should say. Why, I have known great,
hulking, line-bending full-backs who actually
whimpered when contemplating last«minute
shopping! Being rather experienced at it, however, we run little physical risk. A dislocated
shoulder or two, perhaps, but that can happen
any time. For the sake of the women and chil-

dren present, we will not tell of the horrors of
entering and leaving street cars or of the sickening, blood-chilling escapades in swinging
doors and elevators; we will suffer in silence
even though our very souls cry out for comfort
and vengeance. Let us pass over this period
with stoical calm; let us merely say that Christmas Eve is no more—that our shopping is over
—that we are safely at home in bed, even if we
can’t sleep.

Then comes the dawn—a cold, misty gray
dawn that peers impudently in through our
window, laughing at our sleepless agony. The
bracing, chilly air has a hint of snow in it
(which I doubt) and the furnace fire has

quietly expired during the night—as usual. As
we start to dress, we notice a most disturbing
oddity—our stockings are missing! Evidently a

matter for the police. But on second thought
we realize that our hosiery must be downstairs,
by the fire-place—of course! And so, we tiptoe
down in our bare feet to rescue them with
assorted fruits, nuts, end-tables, subscriptions
to magazines, and _ positively abominable
cravats! No place at all for your feet. Oh well,
it isn’t as if we really needed those stockings
anyway! And then, there is a gale of hearty
laughter and all the little children and other
inhabitants of the home come tumbling downstairs to see what Santa brought them. A very
realistic imitation of a riot takes place under
your fevered brow. Papa plays with Junior’s
train and Junior smokes Papa’s cigars. Everyone gets just what he wanted and everyone is
satisfied—(I wonder why the stores do such a
rushing business right after Christmas. It
couldn’t be exchanges, could it?) But for the
present, all is gaiety and light, or—to be vulgar—it was a great brawl while it lasted. After

an hour or so, however, the family gets fully
dressed and begins thinking of going to church.
Now I was hoping the subject of attending
church would come up! It is rumored that

therein lies the true method of celebrating
Christmas—that this holiday is really a holy
day which we should observe with the strictest
reverence. To choose the right method is your

problem. It is only with the manner in which
Christmas is regarded and in which it is celebrated that I am dealing, at present. It is for
others greater and saner thanI to bring to you
the true meaning of Christmas. While you are
waiting for them, may I wish you a most bountiful and exciting Merry Christmas?

AUTUMN THOUGHTS
As human mothers babes disrobe,
And gently lull in slumbers deep,
So Nature her dear children tends
With gentle care for winter’s sleep.
The bright-hued dresses gaily worn,
Are stripped from them with utmost care
And spread by Nature’s tender hand
To blanket all the land grown bare.
In chests of brown all tightly bound
Lie dresses green for summer wearing,
Secure from harm, till spring doth call

And regarbed Nature wakes regaling.
—WILLIAM MICHAEL.
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Love Is the Thing
® By Jim Martin
This is the first of a series of articles
analyzing current trends in colleges and
universities all over the country. The
next article will be devoted to a comparison of editorial policies of student
newspapers.

The third variety, the silly type of campus
romance, involves the boy and girl who are
found literally hanging on to their lockers,
gazing moon-eyed at each other. It is accompanied by much giggling and exchange of

baby-talk.

The

final

division

includes

the

couples who are found in libraries, their heads

and become serious, the lighter side of college

buried in books. Their grade-points are very
nearly perfect, and they seem to find no other
pleasure except that of intellectual pursuits.
If they happen to double-date with a couple of

life is still very much in evidence. Having

the other types, the conversation ranges from

obtained access to the exchange desk of an-

the Sino-Japanese war to the possible choice

other campus publication, and after having
scanned “feature stories’ in student newspapers emanating from institutions from Maine
to California, from the Gulf to the Great Lakes,
and finding that their themes concerned varying aspects of campus romance, the writer
is irresistibly drawn toward the conclusion
borne in the title. Higher education is only a
secondary and underlying objective in going
to college. The main attraction seems to be the
cultivation of the “amococcus” microbe (Love
Bug), and solution of various problems re-

of prom queen.

(

ONTRARY to the statements of certain

learned commentators, that the American collegian has outgrown his “‘rah-rah”’ ways,

sultant therefrom.
Campus romances are divisible into four

One would suppose that the give-and-take principle prevails even in collegiate courtship, but

such in fact is not the case. Ample proof is
available in at least the one instance concerning the attitudes of co-eds of today regarding
good-night kisses. After having spent her

escort’s total allowance for the week, stamped
on his pet corns all night at the campus hop,
and in other devious ways played him for a

sucker, capricious co-eds display a marked lack
of gratitude by tantalizing their campus
Romeos through avoidance of good-night
kisses. There are several popular procedures:

types, classified by an adjective:

As the night grows older and the deadline
a. Serious; b. Carefree; c. Silly; d. Booky.

for getting home sneaks up, the co-ed may

work the old hunger gag, which must be done
The first type is the only true romance found
in college life, since it almost invariably ends

in marriage after graduation. Both principals
are usually well-known figures about the campus, and do not make an issue of their romance,
for they are too busy to devote much of their

subtly, and anyway seems to have a better
effect than the rough-and-ready method of
wrestling and slugging. The usual method is to

order a big, juicy hamburger with a liberal

But wait until after school! An affair of the
second category seldom lasts long, doing well

slice of onion, “fone of those big white ones
that smell.” If the over-amorous Joe College
can get close enough to claim his due without.
fainting, he is a real man and deserves a kiss.
Licorice drops are helpful, too, since they are

if it is in effect at the end of one semester. This

easily carried, are quite potent, and “big cam-

couple is seen everywhere, at proms, balls, and
at almost all fraternity and sorority dances;

pus smoothies will turn positively green if the
smell is wafted their way.”

time to themselves alone while in school—ah!

they see all the latest movies, preferably at
midnight shows, all college and civic theatricals and even attend a concert or two if there
doesn’t seem to be anything else to do. The
association ends sans heartbreak, with a sort of

“good time was had by all’ understanding.

Another effective remedy is smoking. If the

girl can hold out long enough, she is able to lay
a smoke screen thick enough to hide in. When

aimed between the eyes, smoke has a tendency
to burn and produce a hacking cough. Nobody
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looks romantic when he appears as the victim

waged over the propriety of dutch dates on the

of a tear-gas explosion. There is, in addition,
the old standby, trenchmouth, which is contagious and therefore a good alibi few can
doubt. Should all previous methods fail, and
the boy friend still corners the co-ed at the
door, she can coyly slip behind the screen door,
and bid him good-night through the protecting
wire. Kissing a passionless screen would kill
the romance in the soul of the greatest lover.

campus. Oddly enough, co-eds upheld the affirmative, arguing that the modern generation
vetoes formality, snubs high-hats, and shuns
all high-brow; rather it boosts informality, and
the partnership date-plan—dutch dating. This
stand was derided as absurd by the opposition.
Man, they declared, in the beginning was supposed to take care of his girl-friend or wife in
every way. That is ancient and traditional, has
been handed down from time immemorial, and

Recently, through the columns of an Ohio

college newspaper, a hot little debate was

anything attempting to stray from this system
would be treading on dangerous ground.

Tear It Down
@ By Archie
Archie and Bessie have a party and
dance, but Archie is eventually disillusioned.

¥

OU know, Ed, I just don’t know what this

younger generation is coming to. Really
I don’t. Why, at the rate they’re going now,
it’ll be a wonder if ten per cent of them reach
the age of sixteen. I guess you’re wondering
why I’ve suddenly turned alarmist on you,
when I always was the one for a few more
drops of liquid dynamite and the “dance till

dawn.”’ Remember that time over at Gus’ place,
when you set fire to Ollie’s celluloid shirt-front
because you were jealous of the hair on his
chest and wanted to burn it off—and I couldn’t
turn off the fire extinguisher after the fire was
out and the dance ended in a riot; and the time
when—but let’s get back to the point. To tell
the truth, it was all brought about by this “‘Big

Apple” thing. Why, Ed, it’s a wonder my hair
hasn’t turned white over night—especially over
last Saturday night.
It seems that on this night in question some horrendous trick of fate along with some monkeys

that almost bring tears to your eyes—I think

one piece was called the “‘Gin-Fizz Waltz” or
something like that. As I say, I was having a
swell time considering the fact that my feet
weren’t always coming down in the right
places, when—when all of a sudden all hell
broke loose! Some skinny little stick jumped

up on the orchestra platform and yelled, ‘‘Let’s
have the Big Apple.”
Well, Ed, when the dust finally cleared,
there I was along with everybody else in a big
circle stretching around the edge of the ballroom. I says to Bessie, ‘‘What’s the big idea?”
And she says, “Never mind, you just do what
everybody else does and you'll be all right.”
Then the orchestra started in on one of those
swing tunes, and all these dudes grab their
dames and begin hopping up and down. Well,
when it comes to hopping, I can keep up with
the best of ’em, so I commence to do myself
proud. After some jumping and stomping the
little leader screams, “Everybody truck to the
right.”” Now, Ed, I can really truck when I get
started, and I was just getting warmed up.
But the trouble was that I’m left-handed and

I had formerly known as “friends” managed

I started in the wrong direction. I knocks the

to inveigle me into attending the Snipeshooters’
a really big-time orchestra—seven pieces!—
and a very respectable crowd, too—one fellow

fellow next to me down and would have
trucked right on over him, only I caught my
foot in his belt and took a header, carrying
half of the Big Apple with me. Before anyone

Ball out at Greasy Gert’s roadhouse. They had

could certainly recite “The Face On the Bar-

can throw any bottles I apologize all around

room Floor’ to the tune of ‘Minnie the
Moocher’”’ like nobody’s business. For about
fifteen minutes I had a great time, stepping

and we get started again.

around to the tune of those dreamy waltzes

called ‘‘Posin.’’ Everything went pretty smooth
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This time the band hits it up with a swingee

then, until the music stopped once and caught
me with my left foot about a yard off the floor.
Now it gets kinda tiresome holding a ‘““Number
10” up in the air for any length of time, so
what do I do but hook my heel in the vest
pocket of the dude standing next to me. Well,
the music starts again and I can’t extricate
(that means un-catch) my foot. By the time
this fellow notices the extra weight, he’s
trucked half-way around the circle and all the
hair’s worn off the back of my head. This
hurts for a while, but I forget all about it when
they call me’n Bessie into the center of the
ring for a little private wrestling to the tune of

“Cuban Pete.”

I do my best double-truck

into the middle and then go into a fancy shag.
I guess we showed those people some really
new steps, but I was getting kinda tired now
so I tell Bessie that my garter broke and we
got to go sit down somewhere. Which we did,
and just in time, because I can stand just so
much, Ed.

I opens my eyes real wide and say, ‘“‘Maid!
Why, sister, he employs five maids, two butlers,
a footman, and three gardeners to tend to that
mansion.” Joe nods, with a modest little smile,
and tells the doll he’d like to take her for a
ride in his motorboat sometime. ‘‘Motorboat!”
I snorts, “Baby, he owns a full-grown yacht
that cost a young fortune.” The blonde is falling—hook, line, and sinker, and Joe is getting
a little uneasy, because we’re getting in pretty
deep, and he coughs a little and says, “But
we'll have to wait a few days, because I’ve got
a slight cold.” I guess I get the wrong cue then,
and without thinking I blurt out, “Cold! Why,
honey, he’s got the galloping consumption.”’

And before Joe can slap me across the mouth
again with his shoe, the blonde’s gone and I
grab Bessie and run back into the Big Apple
circle. I must have chosen the worst of the two
evils, since before I can get back out I have two

broken ribs and a piece taken out of my left
ear. That’s enough, Ed, and we decide to leave.

Well, we hadn’t been sitting there more than

After Joe cools off a bit we make up our

five minutes when Joe comes up, all out of
breath, and says, “Archie, I’ve just met the
swellest little queen you ever laid your peepers
on, and I want you to come along and help me
impress her.” I know what’s required of me,
so I excuse myself to the little woman and
follow him over to where a cute little blonde is
trying to act nonchalant when she knows darn
well she’s getting the eye from every buck in
the place. Pretty soon we have a good conversation in progress, and then Joe very modestly

minds to get up a private party, and no Big
Apple. But we gotta round up some more
people, so we beat it up to Charlie’s house.
We’re not sure just where he lives, so we just

starts talking about himself. When he comes to
the part about his “shack in the country,” I

pick out a likely-looking place and tramp up
onto the porch. Well, we ring and knock
about ten minutes and at last someone upstairs
opens a window anda sleepy voice calls down,
“Yes? What is it?” I shout up, “Does Charlie

Smith live here?’’ We hear a big sigh and then,
“Yes,”

says the

same tired

voice,

wearily,

“Carry him in.”’ Well, Ed, that spoils our evening and we call our party off.

pipes up with, ‘“‘Whatta you mean—shack?
Why, girlie, he’s got a realy country estate,
with race horses, swimming pool ’n’everything.” Joe smiles patronizingly and says, ‘‘Yes,
yes, it keeps my maid rather busy taking care
of it.”” ’m getting warmed up to the game, and

How I got home I don’t know, for the Big
Apple, along with Joe’s apple-jack, had finally

taken its toll, and I was dead to the world.
So if you ask me, Kd, it’s a lot of applesauce.
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just as it had done that night many, many
years ago.

Another year, another Christmas, and still

he lay in that same hard hospital bed. Last
year he had been propped up to see the exultant faces of carefree children as they returned from school, some to holly-decked homes
and real yuletide dinners, others to small flats
and meagre meals, hardly worthy of the name,
but all were home-ward bound. Whata thrill
even the word gave to a boy who had been in

a hospital for two years, two whole painful
years! His little face, so pale and drawn,
glowed with the contagious excitement so prevalent at this time of the year. He had seemed
for one fleeting moment a part of that swirling,
running, turning, surging crowd of youngsters.
All this was but a memory now. This year
his back ached so dreadfully that he could
hardly give that famous smile of his to all the
nurses and doctors who came and went every
day; and his cough was worse again so that
there were several new lines in the face that
should have been young. Now he heard the

jubilant

crowd

again.

‘Merry

In a soft, low-pitched voice, Miss O’Hara
told her Christmas tale—a tale of the Christchild, the Holy Babe, who had no warm bed,
no kind nurse, no home; a tale of the Infant
King who had a stable, a manger, a loving
mother. Jack too had had a loving mother
once, but the accident had robbed him of her.
At that he and the Savior had something in
common. Neither had a home. Surely the
Little Jesus knew how badly, how very badly,
he wanted one. The story ended.

From the depths of his white little soul Jack
breathed the prayer, ‘‘Please, Lord, give me a
home for Christmas.”’
Father Pat, who was passing on his way to
midnight Mass, stopped in to see his little
soldier. Miss O’Hara stepped to the door.
“Is he asleep, Miss O’Hara?”’ questioned the
good priest.

Christmas!”

“Merry Christmas!” The voices were gone.
Only silence, labored breathing in the next

She turned and looked at the tranquil face
of the child whose eyes had been gazing into

room, the sound of rubber heels on the padded

hers so intently a moment before. Both came
nearer the bed. He had not been asleep when
she left him... surely ... “‘No, father,” she
answered, quick tears dimming for the moment
her soft, blue eyes, “he has just gone...
home.”

floor in the hall remained.
“They’re—they’re gone!’”’ he blurted, shakily, looking at his best pal, Miss O’Hara, for
the comfort she always gave him.

—JOSEPH KUHN.

“And so they are, Jackie. Now we’ll get
ready for a nice big dinner, and perhaps afterwards I’ll tell you a story.”
After dinner Miss O’Hara’s time was so
occupied that it was quite late when she
peeped into Jack’s room. He was far from

being asleep; the thought of a story wouldn’t
let him sleep even for a second, and then there
was always that ache in his heart for a home
—a real home, especially on Christmas Eve.

CHRISTMAS, A DISASTROUS
SUCCESS
The long-awaited Christmas day had at last
arrived, accompanied with its crispness of air
and blanket of snow. The program of the
family commenced with six and seven o’clock

masses, breakfast, and then the opening of
No conversation preceded the narrative.
Looks were sufficient. Jack’s eyes asked the
question, and Miss O’Hara answered by sitting

gifts.

Five-thirty rising on this day always

seemed easier for the spirit of the holiday
season was invariably present, even upon the

eyes fixed intently on the landscape beyond

awakening from a deep slumber. The multicolored packages were piled high around the

the high window. It was snowing now, slowly,

base of the tall, gaily decorated fir tree, and

softly, majestically, in large, gliding flakes,

ashamed as I am to admit it, it was all I could

close to the bed and beginning to speak, her
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do to keep them from being the prevailing

the perfect day to arrive with no success, and as

thought at church.

the “dog days” slowly faded into winter, my
rod and reel still had to be initiated by a fish.

Arriving home at eight, a hasty breakfast

was eaten, and all were ready for the big

At least I have the drop on everyone this

event of the day, package opening. The mails

season. Yes, and the advantage consists of two

had been filled the previous weeks with presents

gifts: one, a pair of ice skates—never been

coming from distant relatives, wishing to send
their Christmas cheer in gift form. Aunt Mary,

used; the second, a rod and reel, as good as
new—in fact, it has never caught a member of
the finny tribe. I’m certain my cousins will
appreciate these gifts.

a resident of Chicago, had written a month
before Christmas asking my preference as to
gifts. I replied that a rifle had “taken my eye”’
in a local store and no other gift could please

me more. At home my annual pre-December

For one thing I’m thankful. Colds were very
prevalent this past year, and I certainly re-

order consisted of a heavy jacket. My requests
were few, but urgent. Imagine my delight as I

handkerchiefs.

received a parcel through the Express Company postmarked “Chicago.” The package was
long and narrow and had all the “earmarks” of
a rifle.
As the family grouped around the tree I
again spied the rifle-shaped box and decided
to leave it as the last gift to be opened and then
let this joy reign supreme. Finally, I chose to

open the square box, thinking it to be my
jacket, only to discover a pair of ice-skates instead. A pleasant surprise to be sure. The
packages that followed were articles that have
become necessities at Christmas celebrations.
Socks, ties, and handkerchiefs galore cluttered
the room as the snow without cluttered the
landscape. At last the Chicago gift was to put
a finale on the proceedings. It was with hesi-

tancy that I opened the gift and peered into the
container. Could my eyes be deceiving me; not
a rifle but a rod and reel. My head spun dizzily
as I tried not to “‘blurt out” my detestation for
fishing.
At any rate the Christmas Holidays passed
with no more tragedies other than the absence
of cold and ice. The waning days of February
were fast turning into the brisk and windy
days of March, and I had yet to use my skates.
As Spring was introduced

with the twenty-

first of March, I knew the wintry blasts had
passed and I put my skates away unused.
Thinking that if I engaged in fishing I could
capture a few of the thrills of the sport, I
polished and oiled my outfit for a tough season.
The first five trips netted nothing. Expert fishermen of the neighborhood declared that the

ceived a lot of good from my multitude of
—JAMES F. WINTER.

COUGHLIN REVEALED
Recently the Rev. Charles E. Coughlin, famed
radio priest of Detroit, issued a statement which
perhaps will rank as the greatest in his career
as a public figure. The words were few but
meaningful for they portrayed the true charac-

ter of Coughlin—the man and priest.
Following upon the Apostolic statement issued by His Excellency, the Most Rev. Amleto

Giovanni Cicognani, Apostolic Delegate to the
United States, upholding the action of Archbishop Mooney of Detroit in regard to the radio
priest, Coughlin replied that ‘as a loyal priest
of the Catholic Church” he wished to request
the discontinuance of petitions to Rome in his
behalf. He further remarked that this request

was made “in the spirit of loyalty to my
Church.”
Coughlin in his years of participation in
public affairs has perhaps gained wider popularity and acclaim than any American had
acquired in recent years, save possibly the
present chief executive. The reprimand received
from his superior must have been hard to swallow but the statement above shows that Cough-

lin knew how to take it.
Many of us have, no doubt, disagreed with
Coughlin on various points; we argued against
him, claimed he had no business as a priest

speaking before the public on political and
economic questions, but all of us must take off

wind wasn’t blowing one day, the sun wasn’t

our hats to Coughlin the man, who proved him-

shining another, and the many adverse conditions stifled me. All summer long I waited for

self above everything else—‘‘a Priest of God.”
—WILLIAM P O’CONNOR.
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WEILER WELDING COMPANY
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Good Health . . Good Cheer...
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B eer

We give you the same MELLOW,
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gone by.
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Made in Dayton
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only Santa Claus can get away
with it!
Did you ever try to imagine old Saint Nick without his traditional red suit and whiskers? Were it not for his dashing costume, he’d be just an ordinary old chap with

an extraordinary twinkle—like anybody’s grandpa. We applaud his cleverness in
catching and holding the imagination of a world with his sartorial eccentricity, but
Santa is the only guy we know who can get away with one style of dress year after
year and yet retain his popularity.
Here, for instance, we specialize in and advocate VARIETY for the would-be popular
man. This being the most important social season of the year, we invite you to come
in and let us show you what we mean when we say “variety.” Dashing tuxedos for
your formal needs .. . Smart suits of every weave and hue for practically all occasions ... Burly overcoats to keep you warm as toast out-of-doors. But we don’t vary

our price—just one high standard of quality at one low price—all

°22.50
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MAKERS OF FINE CLOTHES SINCE 1903

38 North Main St.

@

Third National Bldg.

LOOKING AHEAD
Industries, like individuals, find it necessary to look forward rather than back-

ward. Now, as in the past, this company

continues to anticipate the needs of an
expanding community, and to provide both

THE

physical facilities and trained personnel
sufficient to meet promptly all demands
made on it for service.

BERINGER PRINTING
COMPANY

The Dayton Power & Light Co.

124 East Third Street

Like the Dance introducing

DAYTON, OHIO

OUR NEW HAT

THE BIG
APPLE

BY WORMSER '
Priced at

$3.25

Also Gloves and Ties

6 SOUTH MAIN STREET
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@ Planning holiday events and
activities back home is quick and
easy by long distance telephone. It
costs little. Lowest rates apply after
7:00 every evening and all day Sunday. Why not be sure of arrangements this year? Phone ahead.
It prevents disappointment and
makes your holiday more pleasant.
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